A Philosopher's Journey: President Radhakrishnan of the Republic of India visits the United States
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Shot List
0–#3
13' - Title
20' - Evening activity at White House appears to be rehearsal for concert.
37' - President Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan arrives by Helicopter on White House grounds
64' - President John F. Kennedy's (JFK) welcoming remarks
      Public Papers 1963, #214
114' - Radhakrishnan's remarks on arriving at White House
154' - Radhakrishnan’s visit to Arlington Cemetery and a Washington tour (no JFK)
262' - At the World Food Congress Dr. Sen speaks. JFK, Radhakrishnan
300' - visit to NASA headquarters (no JFK)
346' - Disneyland (no JFK)
530' - NY City- U.N. (no JFK)
676' - State Dinner
708' - end action
Visit of President Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan of the Republic of India

June 3, 1963

Producer: USIA
#MR64-51

16mm, b/w, sof, 470' from first picture frame to last picture frame.

This film records the visit of President Radhakrishnan of India to the United States in June 1963. Included in the film are President John F. Kennedy’s (JFK) remarks of welcome that can be found in the President's Public Papers, 1963 Item #214.

Abbreviations:
VO = Voice-over
CU = Close-up
MS = Medium shot
LS = Long shot

Shot List
0'-5'  LS Limousine parked outside south entrance to White House.
6'-12' MS Army helicopter lands on South Lawn of the White House.
13'-28' MS JFK greets President Radhakrishnan of India. They enter the White House via the South portico.
29'-32' MS Troops drilling outside the White House.
33'-60' MS JFK and Radhakrishnan emerge from North portico and stand at attention for National anthems.
61'-72' MS Radhakrishnan reviews the honor guard with JFK.
73'-108' MS Arrival of the two Presidents by car outside Blair House.
109'-120' MS Marching band performs outside Blair House.
121'-181' JFK MS remarks of welcome outside Blair House. (Public Papers, 1963 Item #214)
182'-246' MS Radhakrishnan remarks upon arrival in the United States.
247'-295' LS Radhakrishnan lays wreath at Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, Arlington National Cemetery.
296'-320' CU shots of soldiers guarding the Tomb of the Unknown.
321'-342' JFK MS escorts Radhakrishnan to limousine outside White House.
343'-353' LS Limousine pulls up to back entrance to unidentified building.
354'-394' CU Receiving line at reception for Radhakrishnan.
395'-399' MS Honor guard outside White House.
400'-406' CU Arrival of Lyndon and Lady Bird Johnson at White House.
407'-431' CU Arrival of Radhakrishnan to the White House.
432'-444' MS JFK escorts Radhakrishnan, LBJ escorts Mrs. Lakshmi Memon, Minister of External Affairs of India to the State dinner in his honor.
445'-460' MS Presidential party proceeds through the White House.
461'-469' LS Exterior of the White House at evening.
470' Last picture frame.
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